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Abstract—Code-division multiple-access (CDMA) schemes
appear to be very promising access techniques for coping with
the requirements of third-generation mobile systems, mainly
because of their flexibility. This paper proposes an adaptive
S-ALOHA DS-CDMA access scheme as a method for integrating
nonreal-time (i.e., Internet applications) and real-time (i.e., voice)
services in a multicell scenario by exploiting the potentials of
CDMA under time-varying channel load conditions. The adaptive
component makes data terminals autonomously change their
transmission rate according to the total (voice+data) channel
occupancy, so that the minimum possible data delay, which can be
analytically obtained by defining a birth–death process, is almost
always achieved. Moreover, by means of a simplified cellular
model, the proposed algorithm revealed the same behavior, i.e., it
tries to select the most suitable transmission rate at any time slot,
when it is affected by intercell interference and even by power
control imperfections. Finally, in order to gain more insight into
the potentials of such an access strategy, the adaptive S-ALOHA
CDMA scheme is then compared to a reservation time-division
multiple-access (TDMA)-based protocol (PRMA++), showing
the benefits of the CDMA-based solution in terms of capacity,
flexibility, and data delay performance.
Index Terms—CDMA, mobile communications, multiple-access
protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE ASTONISHING growth rates of the Internet andworldwide web (WWW) markets in recent years show the
enormous potentials of packet-based services. Data traffic fig-
ures predicted for third-generation-on mobile communications
that might have seemed far too high a few years ago are now
seen as low. However, many of the packet schemes proposed for
the third generation are still mainly voice-oriented schemes, es-
pecially time-division multiple-access (TDMA)-based schemes
like PRMA [1] or PRMA++ [2], [3]. Nevertheless, in general,
the bursty characteristics of data traffic should yield benefits
for access technologies capable of allocating a large amount
of simultaneous resources instantly and in a decentralized
way, so as to reduce average delay and increase throughput.
ALOHA-like techniques, largely used in LAN scenarios, could
fulfill these requirements.
Radio resource allocation is also an important issue when
designing future cellular systems [4]. By allowing any cell to
allocate any resource, dynamic channel allocation (DCA) is
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attractive because it does not need any cellular planning. DCA
can use different schemes. One way is to allocate resources ex-
posed to the least interference, as in DECT [5]. Unfortunately,
the fast-changing interference environment appearing with
bursty packet data prevents the use of least-interference strate-
gies, since interference measurement periods can be similar to,
or even higher than, a message transmission. Another way is
to choose at random within the free resources. ALOHA-like
access techniques could be included in this category and
could be retained as appropriate for these scenarios. However,
problems such as the high peak values associated with this
access when moderate or high bit rates are employed [6], the
unfair access results for nonfavored users when capture is
introduced, and the inability to take advantage of full channel
capacity when operating below saturation [7] all mean that
ALOHA-like techniques are probably not the most suitable.
However, code-division multiple access (CDMA) jointly
used with S-ALOHA [8], [9] seems a very promising way to
deal with the increasing packet-type demand of Internet-like
services. Since the multiple-access protocol remains the same,
S-ALOHA CDMA schemes could retain the advantages of
S-ALOHA. Moreover, the spectrum expansion introduced by
this multiple-access technique (CDMA) avoids without the
negative effects mentioned above the high-peak transmitted
power necessary in a high-bandwidth S-ALOHA system,
where, for the same bandwidth occupancy as in the S-ALOHA
CDMA case, the time slot would be much shorter. In addition,
CDMA can be considered a random resource allocation scheme
and can also provide real-time services, like voice, with the
quality of service (QoS) required. Moreover, the resulting
S-ALOHA-CDMA would enable different services to be inte-
grated easily, using natural statistical traffic multiplexing. This
property is highly desirable in third-generation systems, since
the constant evolution of the applications required generates
uncertainty about what these systems will be required for: the
scheme will be flexible, whatever the final solution.
Earlier studies of packet CDMA were initially limited to in-
teractive data source models [9], [10]. On the basis of IS-95,
intensive work was done on circuit-oriented CDMA for voice
applications [11]. The need to integrate both types of traffic gen-
erated a lot of interest in this topic. Thus, [12] focused on the
effect of FEC and the propagation loss coefficient on network
capacity. Approaches considered in [8], [13], and [14] deal with
receiver-oriented systems, where subscribers have to share a re-
duced set of code sequences. However, although all of these pa-
pers on packet CDMA show the flexibility inherent to CDMA,
none of them fully exploits the potentials of CDMA by taking
full advantage of time-varying channel load conditions.
0018–9545/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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This paper will consider an adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA ac-
cess [15], [16] as a strategy for coping with the requirements
of both bursty packet and voice transmission operating in a
multicell scenario. In addition, this technique, which can be
decentralized (mobile-controlled), allows us to use the current
available capacity of the channel, which varies with the traffic
load, so as to decrease the message delay delivery when the
traffic load decreases. For this purpose, we take advantage of
the CDMA’s flexibility in bandwidth utilization, as it allows the
change in processing gain. In fact, there are scenarios that are
not capacity limited, i.e., those with reduced traffic loads, as in
many indoor environments, where S-ALOHA is optimum be-
cause the channel access delay is almost zero and the system is
much simpler than other schemes.
The objective of this paper is to exploit the flexibility that the
adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA access scheme provides in a mul-
ticell scenario, with moderate traffic needs for basically non-
real-time services (i.e., WWW) and with the capacity to inte-
grate real-time services (i.e., voice). In particular, the main re-
sults of this paper are as follows: 1) to demonstrate that the pro-
posed access scheme is able to optimize the bandwidth alloca-
tion in a service integrated system; 2) to validate that the pro-
posed scheme behaves well in the presence of intercell interfer-
ence and also of power control imperfections; and 3) to show
that the claimed advantages of the proposed scheme compares
favorably to PRMA++ in both complexity and performance.
To this end, the claimed advantages of the noncentralized pro-
posed scheme are also compared with those of the centralized
PRMA++ in a simplified multicell model. This comparison is
made on the basis of the same number of vocal users in both
schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
an analytical model for message transmission under S-ALOHA
DS-CDMA is presented in terms of both throughput and delay
performance. This model is modified in Section III in order
to obtain the optimum behavior that could be achieved with
an adaptive change of the transmission rate algorithm applied
to the S-ALOHA DS-CDMA scheme. A practical algorithm is
proposed in Section IV. Section V demonstrates that this solu-
tion is able to integrate voice and data terminals, reducing data
transmission delay, while in Section VI it is shown that the re-
sulting system again tries to choose the most suitable transmis-
sion rate when it is affected by intercell interference and imper-
fect power control. Section VII compares the proposed scheme
with a reservation protocol (PRMA++), pointing out the advan-
tages in terms of flexibility and performance of the adaptive
S-ALOHA-CDMA solution. Finally, some conclusions close
the paper in Section VIII.
II. S-ALOHA DS-CDMA MODEL
A BPSK DS-CDMA access system with a processing
gain given by is discussed. Under a transmitter-oriented
approach, all users are assigned their own random PN signature
sequence. The network topology consists of a multiple-receiver
scheme at the central base station and a number of users located
around it in line with the conventional star architecture that
enables uplink and downlink transmission paths to exist on two
different frequency bands. Additionally, a perfect power control
capable of mitigating fadings of the channel is discussed, i.e.,
the terminal transmits the power level necessary to maintain
the same received power at all times. Instantaneous power
control permits a huge improvement in system performance
over open-loop power control and is in fact taken into account
in the already operative [11] and proposed [17], [18] CDMA
systems.
If ideal instantaneous power control is assumed, the channel
can be seen as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) if we
use the Gaussian hypothesis to model the interference caused by
other users [19]. Even in a packet-access system, the Gaussian
hypothesis should not greatly influence throughput behavior
[20]. Under these conditions, the following expressions hold
for the evaluation of the bit error rate (BER):
with (1)
where is the number of simultaneous users. Then, the proba-
bility of correctly detecting a packet containing b is
(2)
Keeping the transmission bandwidth constant and taking as
reference a transmission rate of b/s, packet length of b, and
a processing gain , the transmission rate could be increased
by a factor at the expense of a reduction in the spread
capacity. That is, transmitting at rate b/s would allow a pro-
cessing gain of . However, in exchange for this reduction
in processing gain, b per time slot can be allocated, instead
of only .
When S-ALOHA DS-CDMA operates below the saturation
point, not all the features are used efficiently. In particular, when
the channel load is low, a high processing gain is not necessary
because there is little interference in the system. One could say
that it is the access technique that limits the throughput of the
system under low loads instead of what one expects in a CDMA
system, which should be interference limited. Since the need
for processing gain (protection against multiuser interference)
depends on the channel load, the system performance can be
improved by using an adaptive change of the transmission rate
algorithm according to the channel load conditions.
Although a multirate CDMA scheme will be discussed, let
an analytical model for the system with a single transmission
rate be introduced first. For this purpose, suppose that regis-
tered users generate messages with arrival rate according to
a Poisson process. Messages are exponentially distributed with
average message length b/message. Since time is slotted
and the length of the message may not coincide with the length
of a packet, it must be completed by dummy bits if too small or
it must be conveyed over several packets if too large. The first
parameter that needs to be defined before performance can be
measured is the average number of packet transmissions
(3)
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Fig. 1. S-ALOHA DS-CDMA states system model.
The effective channel utilization is also defined
bits/slot (4)
where is the packet length expressed in bits. Equation (4)
reveals the difference between the system-offered load and the
channel-offered load, since the channel is useful only in one out
of slots.
The system model is shown in Fig. 1, where the states of the
resulting birth–death process are the number of simultaneous
users [21]. Transition from state to state is associated
with a new message arrival, while the service rate is given by
the effective channel utilization, taking into account that CDMA
transmission has as many serving queues as simultaneous users.
Let denote the distribution of the number of simulta-
neous users. The flow condition over a generic state can then be
written as
(5)
for . These equations and the normalization condi-
tion
(6)
lead to a linear equation system whose solution gives the equi-
librium distribution of simultaneous users. Once this distribu-
tion is known, average throughput becomes
(7)
At this point, we can introduce the average number of packet
retransmissions in order to obtain the average delay for a
S-ALOHA CDMA packet. Thus
(8)
where a constant number of simultaneous users from the first
packet transmission up to its successful reception is assumed.
The resulting model is sufficiently accurate for our purposes, as
we will show in Section III. Then
(9)
indicating that the packet delay is unavoidably one-slot trans-
mission time plus the additional delay caused by retransmis-
sions. According to the S-ALOHA operation, retransmissions
are attempted at any slot with probability , so we have an av-
erage delay for every packet retransmission. Finally, the
average message delay is given by
(10)
III. OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE FOR MESSAGE
DATA TRANSMISSION
The previous model can be modified in order to obtain the
optimum throughput that can be achieved with a change of the
transmission rate algorithm. Ideally, this algorithm should be
able to change the transmission rate used by the mobiles as a
function of the system traffic load, so that the maximum pos-
sible throughput can always be obtained. Without losing general
applicability, we will only consider three different transmission
rates in the sequel: b/s with , , or . Then, this al-
gorithm should be able to maximize the number of correctly re-
ceived bits for a given packet duration period by selecting the
most suitable mobile transmission rate ( b/s) at any
given slot depending on the number of active users (i.e., the in-
terference level).
To attain this optimum throughput, the best combination of
transmission rates should be obtained provided simultaneous
users are present. Actually, they follow after an exhaustive
search according to
subject to (11)
where
number of users transmitting at b/s;
number using b/s;
number at b/s;
total number of simultaneous users;
throughput in such a combination of transmission
rates.
Once the optimum number of users transmitting at every rate
is known for every , we can proceed to define
the average number of packet transmissions for every transmis-
sion rate as
(12)
where indicates that the packet success
probability depends on the transmission rate used for those users
transmitting at rate b/s. We note that the expressions used to
evaluate the BER must be modified in order to take into account
the fact that the channel will be shared by users with different
rates, and, consequently, in order to keep the same received
for all users, the power received for b/s is half of that required
for b/s and a quarter of that needed with b/s. In general,
considering users transmitting at b/s (
and being the processing gain achieved when transmitting
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Fig. 2. Model for obtaining the optimum performance.
at b/s , the packet success probability under perfect
power control can be calculated as
(13)
(14)
(15)
We can also define the effective channel utilization for every
transmission rate as
bits/slot (16)
where the higher the rate, the higher the number of transported
bits per packet. In the states system model in Fig. 2, an average
channel utilization is introduced
(17)
This states system model enables the equilibrium distribution
of simultaneous users to be obtained as in (5) by simply consid-
ering instead of . Thus, the optimum throughput is
given by
(18)
The same procedure is also used for packet delay. Let us de-
fine the average packet transmission delay for every transmis-
sion rate
(19)
so that the average message delay is
(20)
Fig. 3. Validation of the analytical model.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the optimum performance and the fixed transmission
rates.
Fig. 3 compares the optimum throughput predicted ana-
lytically with the plot obtained by simulation. Results have
been obtained for registered users, and
for the reference transmission rate ( b/s), a fixed
retransmission probability , average message length
Kbyte, and variable. Close agreement is found.
Fig. 4 plots the throughput versus message delay performance
for the three different rates and the optimum profile that could
be achieved, which is the envelope of the fixed transmission
rate performances. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that for low loads
an asymptotic message delay of ten slots, corresponding to ten
consecutive successful transmissions of 800 b per time slot,
is attained at b/s. An asymptotic message delay of 20 time
slots at b/s and 40 time slots at b/s shows the potential
benefit of using an adaptive transmission rate procedure. We
note that throughput figures are expressed in bits/slot, so that it
is not necessary to fix the time slot duration and, consequently,
results can be extended to any transmission rate.
IV. MS ALGORITHM
In Sections II and III, we have pointed out the potentials of
an adaptive change of the transmission rate algorithm. We now
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propose a practical solution. The proposed simple algorithm
performed by the mobile station (MS) works as follows: each
terminal traces its own evolution during the transmission time,
i.e., terminals count their successful and erroneous packets. In
the absence of errors, the mobile will assume a low traffic load
and try to use a higher transmission rate. The throughput should
be increased in this way. If errors occur, the mobile decides that
the channel is overloaded and tries a lower transmission rate. In
this case, fewer bits per packet are transmitted, but an overall
improvement in throughput should follow, because these bits
can be detected correctly since processing gain increases ac-
cordingly [15], [16]. So, such an access algorithm could be seen
as a dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme.
Specifically, the MS needs to establish only two parameters:
the number of consecutive packet failures before changing to a
lower rate (max_tr) and the number of consecutive packet
successes before trying a higher rate (min_suc). Therefore,
the practical implementation of this algorithm would be very
simple, since it only requires a counter in the mobile terminal
and no spending on radio resources for signaling purposes. In
fact, the MS algorithm performance can be easily improved
with regard to the original proposal in [15] and [16] by simply
allowing the values (max_tr, min_suc) to adaptively
change instead of remaining fixed, thus avoiding “ping-pong”
effects between two different transmission rates.
Fig. 5 shows the throughput attained with the MS algorithm.
In spite of the simplicity of the algorithm, the envelope of the
three individual graphs is almost reached, which is near op-
timum behavior (Fig. 4). Results were obtained with original
values max_tr = 1 and min_suc = 20. Additionally, on
one hand max_tr is increased by one every time that ten consec-
utive successes occur when transmitting at the highest rate. If
the transmission rate is decreased, max_tr is set again to one.
On the other hand, min_suc is increased by 40 when after in-
creasing the transmission rate no single success is achieved and
the transmission rate is consequently reduced. If at least one suc-
cess is achieved at the current rate, min_suc is set again to 20.
V. ADAPTIVE S-ALOHA CDMA FOR VOICE AND
DATA MULTIPLEXING
One of the claimed advantages of CDMA is that the random-
access operating mode of packet CDMA provides near-perfect
statistical multiplexing of any given mix of traffic sources. No
complex protocol structures are required in the MAC layer for
the integration of circuit-mode and packet-mode traffic. This
section validates that the proposed adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA
scheme is able to handle both real-time and nonreal-time traffic,
e.g., voice and data sources, thus satisfying one of the major
requirements for any third-generation system. The model pre-
sented in Section II can be extended for voice-data transmission
by a two-dimensional (2-D) queue model. However, although
this model can be analytically formulated, its resolution requires
great computational complexity when the number of users is
high [22], so we have addressed this situation by using com-
puter simulations.
A classical speech model is considered, where sources create
a pattern of talkspurts and gaps, which are assumed to have
Fig. 5. Performance attained with the MS algorithm.
statistically independent exponentially distributed duration.
The mean duration of the talkspurts and gaps are 1.41 and
1.74 s, respectively. This yields a voice activity factor of 0.45.
An 8-Kbps voice encoder is considered. Although S-ALOHA
provides a natural protection mechanism, i.e., retransmission,
the voice traffic cannot take advantage of it due to the high
delay constraints, and so lost packets may occur because voice
packets are not retransmitted. Experimental measurements for
voice quality indicate that a packet loss of 1% is still acceptable.
In order to diminish the number oflost packets due to multiuser
interference, voice information is usually convolutionally
encoded. We consider the convolutional code with
generator polynomial (133 171). The following bound for ,
the BER after decoding, can be established for this code [23]:
(21)
where , for soft decision at the decoder output, is given by
(22)
Previous results fixed neither the transmission bandwidth nor
the time slot duration. At this point, it is necessary to consider
some representative values in order to introduce the voice dy-
namics. Thus, for instance, we could fix a tentative
ms, which for the reference transmission rate b/s (
b) with leads to a bandwidth occupation
MHz. For a voice encoder delivering 160 b every 20 ms, we
can split this block into two 80-b packets. These 80 b are convo-
lutionally encoded, giving 160 b, and still leaving room for 40
overhead bits (tail bits for Viterbi decoding and some spare bits
in case synchronization is not as ideal as supposed) to complete
the 200-b packet.
As a first result, Fig. 6 shows the packet loss rate for
a voice-only transmission as a function of the number of
voice users . For a % quality threshold, we find
users.
From now onwards, mobiles generating data messages of
mean length b and at a rate are assumed for data
simulation purposes. Therefore, the average traffic offered by a
single data user is b/s. Note that the same average data
activity can be caused by highly different message lengths:
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Fig. 6. Packet loss rate for voice-only transmission.
TABLE I
MAXIMUM NUMBERS OF DATA USERS FOR
DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF VOICE USERS
from not very frequent, but very long messages to very frequent
and very short messages. Every terminal is assumed to have a
FIFO buffer with capacity for storing 20 messages. The system
is said to be stable while none of the buffers presents overflow.
As an additional restriction, the messages should be transferred
with the minimum possible delay.
Table I shows the maximum number of data users that can be
supported for different numbers of voice users, , for
and Kbyte. In this case b/s, which
corresponds to the 20% of the 3600-b/s average load generated
by a voice user (8-Kb/s voice encoder with 0.45 voice activity
factor). It is worth noting that increasing the transmission rate by
a given factor reduces capacity by less than this factor. Addition-
ally, for higher a lower number of data users can be supported
because of the greater activity. In fact, there is an inverse rela-
tion between activity and maximum capacity, as Fig. 7 shows.
These results do not include channel coding for data users.
Maximum capacity is not the only pertinent performance
measurement, for message delay as a function of the number
of registered users also is. Fig. 8 shows the results for data
users transmitting at b/s and for the case and
Kbyte. Obviously, the lower the number of data or
voice users, the lower the minimum message delay will be. As
increases, the minimum data message delay also increases,
since more capacity is devoted to voice transmission.
In the above voice and data integrated framework, the
proposed MS algorithm can be applied to data terminals, so
the message delivery delay can be reduced when possible (i.e.,
Fig. 7. Impact of data activity on system capacity.
Fig. 8. Data performance for different voice users.
Fig. 9. Data delay behavior with the MS algorithm.
when there is low load in the system) and consequently system
efficiency can be improved. Fig. 9 shows the individual perfor-
mances for data terminals transmitting at different transmission
rates and the performance obtained when the MS algorithm is
used. We conclude that the MS is able to operate in a mixed
voice-data environment, optimizing data transmission in the
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sense that, when possible, data users will try to transmit at
higher rates so that the message delay will be reduced.
VI. ADAPTIVE S-ALOHA CDMA IN A
CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT
When considering multiple-cell CDMA systems, which will
be normally the case, the situation becomes more complicated.
Basically, the new problem that must be taken into account is
the interference level from subscribers in the other cells. This
interference varies not only according to the attenuation in the
path to the subscriber’s cell site, but also inversely to the attenu-
ation from the interfering user to his own cell site, which through
power control by that cell site may increase, or decrease, the in-
terference to the desired cell site.
In order to evaluate the MS algorithm in a cellular environ-
ment several computer simulations have to be carried out, and
the first requirement is to establish a channel model. The propa-
gation attenuation is generally modeled as the product of long-
and short-term fading. The former is due to the terrain configu-
ration whereas the latter is largely due to multipath reflections.
An accepted representation for the received power is
(23)
where
received power;
transmitted power;
exponential random variable representing the Rayleigh
fading component;
decibel attenuation due to shadowing, with zero mean
and standard deviation and the path-loss decays with
the th power of distance;
constant that depends on the gains of the transmitting
and receiving antennas and on the frequency.
The long-term fading represents slowly varying variations even
for users in motion.
CDMA is able to combat the effect of the fast fading. By
using a RAKE receiver and other techniques, the effect of the
fast fading can be reduced to a minimum [24]–[26]. Therefore,
Rayleigh fading is not considered in our results on the presump-
tion that any fast fading would be effectively combated by the
receiver. Thus, as a typical result, the attenuation is affected only
by a fourth-power path-loss law and an 8-dB shadow fading. In
order to obtain statistics more rapidly, subscribers are located
randomly at each time slot and shadowing is also generated in-
dependently in a slot by slot basis. Also considered for simula-
tion purposes are a reference cell and its two-tier neighbor cells,
so that a total of 18 interfering cells are considered. Mobile ter-
minals are power limited and transmit at most 1 W (normalized).
This condition means that at the edge of the cell site (which is
normalized to unity) there is no margin for shadowing fading
compensation, and so the instantaneous power control cannot be
assured (in the sense that the received power from a subscriber
under “bad channel” may be below the desired level). Similarly
to [25] and [26], we consider the situation where mobiles are
always attached to the lowest attenuation cell site. Under this
condition, it holds , being the interference level
from a subscriber located at a distance from the reference cell
TABLE II
DIFFERENT CODING RATES FOR v b/s PACKETS
Fig. 10. Data delay performance for different coding rates and fixed
transmission rate in a cellular environment.
and being the desired level at the base station, since otherwise
a handover is performed.
Before obtaining performance measurements and given that
the interference level is significantly increased when consid-
ering the cellular environment, data protection mechanisms (i.e.,
coding) should be studied in further detail. In order to obtain
general results not depending on any specific type of codes, we
will use the Varsharmov–Gilbert bound [20], [27], which states
that for an block code of total length b and user in-
formation bits with capacity for correcting or fewer errors, the
lower bound on the number of information bits that can be al-
located in the block is given by
(24)
Since we are using a spread-spectrum technique, redundancy
can be introduced without penalty in terms on bandwidth, but
only in processing gain. That is, for a code rate , the
achieved processing gain will be , being the
processing gain when no coding scheme is used and, conse-
quently, . We note that the user transmission rate is the
same ( b per time slot) regardless coding is introduced or not.
Table II shows different packet configurations and Fig. 10 shows
the throughput-delay characteristic for data-only traffic with a
fixed transmission rate ( b/s, b/packet) in a cellular
environment. As is increased a net gain is obtained, denoting
that the correction capability introduced at the receiver side out-
performs the lower channel processing gain. Moreover, an op-
timal coding rate is found, in the sense that reducing beyond
a certain value does not led to a performance improvement be-
cause a saturation effect arises. In the case of Fig. 10,
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TABLE III
OPTIMUM CODING RATES FOR DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION RATES
Fig. 11. The MS algorithm performance operating in a cellular environment.
is the optimum value. Similar results are obtained for different
transmission rates, so that Table III summarizes the optimum
coding rate associated with all three possible transmission rates
considered in this paper ( and b/s).
Coding gain is achieved in addition to the data delay gain
deriving from the MS algorithm, so that we fully exploit the
CDMA’s flexibility in bandwidth utilization by changing the
channel transmission rate at two different levels: the first one
in order to introduce redundancy while keeping the user trans-
mission rate and the second one by adaptively increasing the
users transmission rate when the channel load is low enough. As
Fig. 11 shows, the adaptive algorithm performs the same that in
the single-cell case, attaining the envelope of the individual rate
features, indicating that the change of the transmission rate al-
gorithm is robust to intercell interference. Additionally, Fig. 12
compares the MS performance in a cellular environment with
that obtained in a single cell, showing a capacity reduction of
about 45%.
Apart from the degradation due to neighbor cell’s interfer-
ence, some other system-related factors may tend to decrease the
practical performance as, for example, imperfect power control.
Our main interest here is to evaluate the MS algorithm when it
is affected by such a problem in order to draw more realistic
conclusions. Typically, imperfect power control is modeled by
a lognormal distribution affecting the received power. Fig. 13
shows the performance for different values of the standard de-
viation and a fixed transmission rate ( b/s). It can be seen that
the degradation due to imperfect power control in terms of max-
imum number of data users supported is in the range 15% for
dB to 30% for dB. Fig. 14 reveals that the MS al-
Fig. 12. Comparison between MS algorithm in a single and in a cellular
environment.
Fig. 13. Degradation due to imperfect power control.
Fig. 14. The MS algorithm performance under imperfect power control.
gorithm also tends to choose the most suitable transmission rate
according to the channel load conditions when power control
imperfections are present. The performance attained for the MS
algorithm with dB lognormal distribution is the envelope
of the fixed transmission rate plots.
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Fig. 15. PRMA++ frame structure.
VII. PRMA++ AND ADAPTIVE S-ALOHA
DS-CDMA COMPARISON
Multiple-access techniques and protocols are some of the
principal challenges in the design of third-generation mobile
radio systems, so that proposing, evaluating, and comparing
different solutions have received many interest in recent years.
If comparisons try to include the physical layer as well as link
layer elements, the model becomes easily untreatable and many
mix-up and compensation effects may not allow reaching all
conclusions in a very clear way. Therefore, many of the studies
concerning the MAC layer simplify the physical layer model or
even it is not included at all [8], [28], [29], while those research
works covering, for example, power control, sectorization,
voice activity monitoring, effects of shadowing and multipath
propagation, etc., usually do not introduce any specific MAC
protocol, traffic statistics, etc., [30], [31]. The reason is the
untreatable models that could come up.
In order to gain more insight into the potentials of the adap-
tive S-ALOHA CDMA scheme, a comparison with a reserva-
tion TDMA-based solution is presented in this section. Since
the objective here is to investigate the influence of the new
MAC component (i.e., the adaptive change of the transmission
rate according to the channel load conditions), the simplified
model used is suitable for investigating general system proper-
ties, pointing out the key elements favoring both of the protocols
considered. However, since the physical layer definitively influ-
ences the MAC layer performance, some physical layer issues
will be considered to some extent.
The packet-reservation multiple-access (PRMA) protocol,
which is an extended version of the R-ALOHA, has been
widely studied in recent years. The European research project
ATDMA considered another variant, known as PRMA++,
as a multiple-access protocol for a third-generation mobile
communication system based on the TDMA multiple-access
technique [2], [3].
On the uplink of the PRMA++ frame three types of slots exist,
as Fig. 15 shows. These are I slots, which are only used for
the transmission of information-carrying bursts, R slots where
only access-contention bursts are transmitted, and FP-ack slots
used to confirm the correct reception of fast paging bursts on the
downlink. The mobile gains access to the channel by transmit-
ting a contention-access burst in an R slot on the uplink frame.
If two or more mobiles transmit access-contention bursts in the
same R slot and therefore collide, or if no access-contention at-
tempt is made in an uplink R slot, then the base station transmits
an “idle” burst signal via downlink. Hence, mobiles, whose ini-
tial access is blocked by collision, back off and recontend in the
R slots at random with a given retransmission probability. When
the base station is aware of the mobile access request, it will try
to assign an I slot on the uplink frame to that mobile. If there
is any I slot available, this channel is reserved for the mobile
to transmit its information packets as long as required, until the
end of the period of activity, when capacity is released by trans-
mitting an “end of transmission” block.
A. Voice Transmission in an Isolated Cell
For a fair comparison with PRMA++, the same voice en-
coder and bandwidth occupancy as in the S-ALOHA CDMA
case are retained. As usual in a TDMA scheme, the frame du-
ration is set equal to the voice encoder delivery periodicity, and
so a ms frame is defined. We add 20 overhead bits to
the 160-b voice packet generated in this period, forming a 180-b
packet. Note that in the case of voice packets for the S-ALOHA
CDMA system, 40 overhead bits were introduced, showing that
a CDMA system is more complex than a TDMA scheme. For a
bandwidth occupation of MHz,
the PRMA++ frame is composed of b. Since
every slot contains 180 b, we have 282 slots per frame when
an isolated cell is considered (the entire bandwidth is available
to this cell). Finally, a noiseless nonfading channel is assumed.
Therefore, no channel coding is included in the PRMA++ anal-
ysis.
As a representative result, we evaluate the PRMA++ pro-
tocol with 27 R slots per frame, obtaining a maximum number
of voice users of for a %. Under these
conditions, capacity is far higher than in S-ALOHA CDMA
( , according to Fig. 6).
B. Voice Transmission in a Cellular Environment
One of the main differences between TDMA and CDMA as
multiple-access techniques is that, while the former needs fre-
quency planning to avoid cochannel interference, the latter can
bear full frequency reuse. This CDMA property is useful in
highly unpredictable environments such as picocells, where ef-
fective frequency planning may be impossible to achieve.
For CDMA, voice-only simulations in a cellular environ-
ment have been carried out following the model presented in
Section VI, i.e., 18 interfering cells, and dB. For
PRMA++ to work properly, a fixed channel allocation (FCA)
strategy based on a cell cluster has to be adopted. We assume
that cochannel interference can be neglected for a suitable
cluster size . Thus, with the same frame duration, the number
of slots per frame is reduced by the cell cluster size because
less bandwidth per cell is available. For a three-cell cluster, we
have 94 slots (one third of the complete 282 slots per frame).
For a seven-cell cluster, the number of slots goes down to 40.
Results are summarized in Table IV, where stands for the
maximum number of voice users that can be supported with
a packet loss rate below 1%. It can be observed that
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TABLE IV
MAXIMUM CAPACITY FOR VOICE-ONLY TRAFFIC
Fig. 16. Different traffic statistics: (a) steady and (b) bursty.
while for the single-cell case, PRMA++ achieves much higher
capacity than S-ALOHA CDMA, the situation reverses in a cel-
lular environment, where PRMA++ should be able to operate in
a cluster size of only in order to obtain similar figures.
For more typical cluster sizes necessary to eliminate cochannel
interference , capacity is considerably reduced. These
results show that it is more suitable to use interference-tolerant
techniques such as S-ALOHA CDMA rather than “a priori”
bandwidth assignment as used in PRMA++.
C. Voice and Data Multiplexing
Since the ability to integrate different services is a major
requirement for any future system, this issue should also be
covered in order to devise a complete access scheme compar-
ison. In what adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA concerns, Section V
has partly dealt with this issue. For PRMA++, some additional
studies need to be carried out. PRMA++ can transmit data in
a similar way to voice information. If any kind of priority for
voice over data information is required, the access of the two
kinds of traffic to the R slots may differ. With the arrival of an
information burst, voice users will occupy the first R slot avail-
able with probability 1, whereas data users will occupy it with
probability . Thus, voice users can get reservation priority
over data users. Note that is a protocol parameter that should
be determined.
As is common in families of reservation protocols, one could
expect PRMA++ to be more sensitive to traffic statistics than
S-ALOHA CDMA, which is able to naturally integrate different
kinds of traffic sources. Let us consider the situation plot in
Fig. 16. Although in both cases the offered load is the same
, the higher burstiness of traffic in case b) of Fig. 16
makes it less suitable for PRMA++ operations, since mobile ter-
minals should continuously ask for a reserved channel, and once
Fig. 17. PRMA++ performance for different traffic sources.
the channel is reserved, the channel would be used for a short
period of time.
Several computer simulations for different message lengths
have been performed. In all cases, the message arrival rate
was adjusted so that the average data load was
b/s, i.e., 20% of the average voice load. As an upper bound re-
sult, three-cell cluster was assumed for PRMA++, so that the
PRMA++ frame contained 94 slots.
Fig. 17 shows that for messages shorter than 1 Kbyte,
PRMA++ efficiency drops dramatically for a given frame
design. It can also be seen that the lower the , the higher
the maximum data capacity will be. This higher capacity for
lower is at the expense of higher message delay because
the time elapsed for achieving data reservation increases as
decreases. Moreover, we can conclude from Fig. 17 that
a correct operation for PRMA++ requires handling messages
at least 1 Kbyte long, otherwise, capacity is severely reduced.
This confirms that PRMA++ is designed for voice transmission
(a voice talkspurt generates 11 280 b on average) and that
this choice may reduce its ability to multiplex other kinds of
information sources. Therefore, PRMA++ may be far from
being the best choice for supporting multimedia services if
some of them are very bursty. These applications have recently
been seen as a problem for UMTS because high burstiness
may collapse the system if its access mechanism is not flexible
enough.
From now on we will assume because this value
provides certain priority to voice users, can achieve higher ca-
pacity, and finally, the penalty in terms of delay (not shown for
the sake of brevity) is relatively small when compared to the
minimum data delay .
1) PRMA++ Frame Dimensioning: All previous results in a
cellular environment were obtained with nine R slots in a frame
with a total of 94 slots (three-cell cluster). As the number of
R slots per frame has a strong impact on system performance,
this parameter should be studied in greater detail. The longer
the messages handled, the fewer R slots should be required and
vice versa if messages are short. This demonstrates that is not
possible to optimize in all directions and that the system should
eventually be designed for a specific application (voice).
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Fig. 18. PRMA++ sensitivity to frame dimensioning.
TABLE V
CAPACITY AND DELAY COMPARISON FOR VOICE AND DATA INTEGRATION
Fig. 18 presents the capacity for long [e.g., b]
and short [e.g., b] messages as a function of the
number of R slots per frame. We find that for ,
data capacity is maximized with 18 R slots and for
, the best choice is four R slots. If the final dimensioning
is four R slots per frame, the ability to multiplex short messages
drops quite rapidly. On the other hand, if the PRMA++ is op-
timized for bursty traffic, the ability to support long messages
decreases, although not so fast as in the previous case. For any
other frame dimension, similar procedure should be carried out
in order to find the optimum number of R slots per frame.
2) Comparison Between PRMA++ and Adaptive S-ALOHA
CDMA: Table V summarizes the voice-data integration ability
for PRMA++ as well as adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA. For the
sake of brevity, only the maximum capacity and, in brackets,
the message delay intervals (i.e., the minimum delay—few ac-
tive users—and the maximum delay—heavy load) are repre-
sented. Similarly to Table IV, where only voice traffic was con-
sidered, in order to obtain similar capacity figures, PRMA++
should be able to operate in only a three-cell cluster configu-
ration. For more typical cluster values, as for example 7, the
capacity is significantly lower than that provided by adaptive
S-ALOHA CDMA. Moreover, in terms of message delay we
find a clear superiority of S-ALOHA CDMA with MS algorithm
over PRMA++: there is a dramatic decrease in data delay with
adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA compared to PRMA++. TDMA-
based access protocols may also reduce data delay by assigning
multiple slots per frame, but this requires a scheduling algorithm
at the base station. However, the criteria to be used at this sched-
uler are not clear because they are highly dependent on the spe-
cific applications. In fact, there are few studies of this topic re-
ported in the literature because it is difficult to establish general
criteria in a world where applications and requirement are ever
evolving. The growth of Internet-based applications is just one
example of how the natural multiplexing ability of CDMA may
make it a suitable basis for third-generation systems.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive S-ALOHA
CDMA access technique as a strategy for coping with the
requirements of both bursty-packet and voice transmission
operating in a multicell scenario. The solution is based on
CDMA’s flexibility in bandwidth utilization, allowing the
change of the transmission rate when for any reason the
network is operating below maximum capacity. By means of
analysis and simulations, the capability to integrate different
traffic sources while providing close to the optimum data
delay has been found. Additionally, mobile terminals also
choose the most suitable transmission rate when operating in
a cellular environment, where intercell interference plays a
role and even when power control imperfections are present.
Finally, the advantages claimed for the proposed noncentralized
scheme have also been compared to those obtained with the
centralized PRMA++ in a simplified multicell model, showing
the suitability of adaptive S-ALOHA CDMA, mainly because
of the simplicity in fully exploiting the time-varying channel
load conditions.
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